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Strategic Overview
§ The 3 primary threats confronting America that pose an existential threat, joint
and severable, and synchronized
§ Homegrown neo-Marxist/Islamist mass line movements
§ Antifa, BLM, CAIR, etc . (they appear to inform the DNC leadership)
§ The Political Warfare Threat –
§ China (including emergent economic alliance with Turkey, EU, Iran and
other Nations)
§ The Ideological Threat
§ European Union, International forums

Narratives
§ DOMINANT: C19 Narratives are the dominant mass line enforcement narrative (Discourse Theory)
§ Van Jones/Biden still calling for the Left to re-center narratives on C19 lockdown and economic
damage.
§ COVID – New opportunities to exploit C19 Narrative by leveraging the known increase in Flu,
Pneumonia, and COVID as the season transitions to Fall, the Flu Season.
§ Rising C19 cases in young and healthy people without increase in hospitalization, ICU or deaths
indicates developing herd immunity.
§ CDC latest survival rates for people who test positive (a tiny fraction to begin with):
§ age 0-19: 99.997%
• age 20-49: 99.98%.
§ age 50-69: 99.5%
• age 70+: 94.6%
§ SUPPORTED: Narratives operating under cover of C19 Narrative
§ FBI Dir. Wray reinforces multiple Mass Line narratives by subordinating FBI efforts to those narrative
arcs.
§ Left’s continuous information campaign to influence DOD decision making on issues outside their
Constitutional mandate
§ BLM/Antifa (intersectionality)
§ Will blame White Supremacists for BLM / Antifa violence (FBI, DHS, Dept of Ed)
§ Color Revolution narratives proliferate.
§ Legitimizing Universal Mail-in Voting while driving narrative that Trump is the fraudster.
§ Mail-in voter fraud issues proliferate.

Current Responses
§ The Counter-state may have sufficient control of national level leadership and institutions – by
commission and omission - making it unclear whether they can be relied on in the event of
escalating violence.
§ DOJ expands deputization to county deputies and police in Portland. This permits U.S. Attorney
prosecution in Federal Court, especially for assaulting an officer.
§ Florida Gov DeSantis reopens state & Rule-of-Law Principles reasserted (Combatting Violence,
Disorder and Looting and Law Enforcement Protection Act), U.S. District Judge Stickman orders
Pennsylvania reopened, Tennessee Gov Bill Lee to lift all virus-related limits for most of state.
§ Administration attempting to counter institutionalized cultural Marxism with 1776 Project and
banning Critical Race Theory indoctrination in the USG and contractors,
§ Unclear whether there is a real appreciation of the scope of the ongoing ideological subversion.
§ President and Congressional oversight raising substantive questions on mail-in voter fraud
§ The opposition party remains decisively disengaged. From South Carolina alone:
§ Sen. Lindsay Graham supports the Democratic/Mass Line narratives.
§ Sen. Tim Scott tweeted this week support of Mass Line narratives on Breonna Taylor and
Trump’s debate comments on White Supremacists.

Indications & Warning (I&W)
§ Will the debates lock President Trump into a hostile narrative?
§ The Republican establishment, including the White House, enforces mass line enforcement
narratives (simply by following them)
§ Police Morale, Democrat Voter Support, Institutional Support for Democrat Agenda, etc.
§ National Security and Law Enforcement continues to align communications and activities to
unfolding mass line narratives.
§ Indicators of second round of riots that may include escalated violence as part of transition to
and through Election Day.
§ Left treating the election as a phase line to a continuing operation.
§ Voter Fraud Organized at the Counter-State level.
§ Constitutional principles, the rule of law, and incendiary political rhetoric remain unchallenged
§ Targeted assassination of law enforcement and political opposition
§ No arrests of accessories/conspirators to the Portland assassination of opposition
§ Attacks on Critical Infrastructure (e.g.: 911 services or powerline transmission attacks)
§ Project Veritas reports of Ilham Omar’s massive voter fraud and more revelations to come.

What To Do:
Insurrection
and Violence:
A Citizen’s
Guide

https://unconstrainedanalytics.org/insurrection-and-violence-a-citizens-guide/
This book by Unconstrained Analytics is a guide for all citizens that are concerned with
the chaos and violence occurring on the streets of America, regardless of political
outlook. Though much of the violence clearly has political intent and purpose, that is
outside the scope of this study.
The goal – to explain the violence, who is perpetrating it, and how to avoid becoming a
victim, sounds simple enough. However, this is a very dynamic situation, the amount of
information available is immense, and much of it is opinion disguised as the truth. To
help with this task, the writers consulted with experienced and proven analysts on
intelligence, crime, politics, revolutionary warfare, history, survival, and trauma
medicine. They separated fact from perception, assessing the inexplicable, and
delivering it concisely. It serves well as a handbook for the average American.
If you disagree with the assessment of the situation presented early in the book, stay
the course; and take a close look at Chapters 3 and 4. Here, you will find valuable
information designed to keep you and your loved ones safe.
Read: Insurrection and Violence: A Citizens Guide (.pdf)

